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About This Game

- Online multiplayer with as many friends as you like
- 6 playable classes

- Over 20,000 items to acquire
- A loot system with unique, rare, legendary, uncommon and common items

- Create your own equipment from legendary items of the highest order
- Over 2000 maps to visit

- Over 500 different stories to survive
- Over 1,000 different enemies

- More than 60 ingame achievements to unlock
- A clan system that allows players to group

- A special city accessible from level 260
- Powerful monsters guarding the legendary treasures

Prepare your weapon! Fight powerful monsters & threatening characters, like a Titan, multiple Colossi and other monsters that
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haunt the lands of Margonem!

You do not have to fight alone! Join a clan, gather a team and go hunting!

Decide for yourself who you will be and in what adventure you will take part! This world is full of adventures! Do you wish to
forge your own legend? It is not that easy! Defeat a huge Titan guarding treasures. Solve the mystery of a complicated

relationship with the past... Become a hero who discovers the secrets of the Artifact Maker!
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Become an Emissary whose job it is to protect the world of Margonem from danger.
In order to embark on this journey, you will need to both gather a team, as well as preparing yourself suitably.

Each new hero must decide his or her path….

Become a fearless warrior who wipes their enemies out with powerful hits! Their raw strength, combined with a tremendous
technique in huge weapon wielding, is a killing experience for their enemies. A warrior is a simple character - they encounter an

enemy, they attack them fiercely - no magic tricks.

A paladin opposes every chaos force they encounter. This saint warrior has devoted their whole life to destroying world’s evil.
Become a heavy armored disciple who uses simple magic to enhance their abilities of haunting undead and chaotic beings!

Feel the power running through your veins! Become a formidable mage who destroys their enemies with balls of fire not
worrying about their strength or battle experience. Cast a mighty lightning or a blinding blizzard spell on your rivals and make

them suffer in pains. No ordinary human has a slight chance of beating you!

You fight so beautifully as if you were dancing. Every pirouette brings your enemies closer to their own death. The ability of
simultaneous parrying and hitting is a dangerous combination that makes a blade dancer a powerful character. Even best

armored knights cannot predict your agile moves!

Use your ancient knowledge to combine bow skills with a wildlife magic. Great understanding of nature and animals allows you
to fill your every shot with a force of Mother Nature. Your hits will not only wound your enemies severely, but also suck them

out of their energy. You feel best in forests and on meadows, where nobody can stand in your way!
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Fill the battlefield with a lethal whistle of your arrows! Become a true hunter who knows forests like the back of their hand.
Hideous monsters won’t realize what hit them when they enter your territory. Finesse and master craftsmanship of your bow is

the most horrible combination to your enemies.
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Computer Mechanic Simulator 2019 Release of CMS 2019:
Release of Computer Mechanic Simulator will be 5 or 8 June of 2019. Simulator on checking in valve.
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